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Explore the Cajun traditions of the Walker family, creators of the Slap Ya Mama Cajun Seasoning company. Through family stories, Cajun
lore, and some of the most prized recipes in Louisiana, this collection is sure to leave you feeling a little Cajun yourself.
Embrace and revel in the stories of the toughest cyclists of all time, told by The Velominati, originators of The Rules. Read and get ready to
ride . . . In cycling, suffering brings glory: a rider's value can be judged by their results, but also by their panache and heroism. Prepared to be
awed and inspired by Chris Froome riding on at the Tour de France with a broken wrist or Geraint Thomas finishing it with a broken pelvis. In
The Hardmen the writers behind cycling superblog Velominati.com and The Rules will tell the stories and illuminate the myths of not just the
greatest cyclists ever, but the toughest. From Eddy Merckx to Beryl Burton, and from Marianne Vos to Edwig Van Hooydonk, the book will lay
bare the secrets of their extraordinary and inspirational endurance in the face of pain, danger and disaster. After all, suffering is one of the
joys of being a cyclist. Embrace climbs, relish the descents, and get ready to harden up. . .
The full moon is their mistress. They are predators of pleasure and pain. Feared by humans, envied by werewolves, the Dire wolves are
immortal shifters, obeying no laws but their own bestial natures. Once they were many, but now only eight remain, a dangerous wolfpack
forever on the hunt… The supernatural world is rising up against the human one. The weretrappers want to control the humans, and only the
immortal Dire wolves stand in the way of total destruction. Stray, a Dire, and his long-lost brother, Killian, emerge as the leaders of their pack.
To keep themselves and the humans safe, the Dires must find a witch as powerful as the one who has been helping the weretrappers. They
find what they are looking for in Kate, a human who survived a horrible car accident that left her back scarred with a handprint no one else is
able to see. Stray senses in Kate the powers of a witch and recruits her to help the Dires—all the while knowing that she is so powerful that
they will need to kill her once she helps defeat the weretrappers. Stray doesn’t expect the powerful connection that he feels with Kate, or his
irresistible need to protect her. They cannot hide their feelings for each other, and what once was taboo now seems inevitable...
"An achaeological mystery, the story of young American Bruce Brandon, eager to ascertain more about the graves of Egyptian gods, is set
against a clearly focused background of the Land of the Pyramids. Bruce is determined to find mummified crocodiles, which he believes were
spirited away by reactionary priests during the reign of the ruler Akhenaten, who tried to introduce monotheism into Egypt." --Preface.
Essential German Grammar is a student-friendly grammar and workbook designed to give learners a firm foundation on which to build a real
understanding of both spoken and written German. The reference grammar section offers clear explanations of key grammar points while a
separate exercise section gives students the opportunity to test themselves and put into practice what they have learned. This new edition
has been revised and updated throughout. Explanations, tables and exercises have been improved and a number of the authentic texts and
illustrations have been replaced by new material. Key features of this second edition include: User-friendly layout with updated 2 colour
design, engaging illustrations and visually appealing tables throughout to aid the learning process Clear and accessible explanations with
memorable examples informed by the latest research on the German language and presented in accordance with current teaching
methodology Helpful parallels between English and German provided where relevant End-of-chapter extracts taken from contemporary
journalistic or authentic literary sources, illustrating grammar in context, with model translations provided at the back of the book Material to
enable better strategic learning and understanding, including a Why Grammar?—FAQ section, a glossary of grammatical terms in both English
and German and a complete answer key to exercises Created especially for the new edition, a companion website at
www.routledge.com/cw/kaiser offering a wealth of additional materials, including interactive exercises, quizzes and flashcards to test student
understanding, downloadable PDF sheets for classroom use, PowerPoint slides for instructors and audio recordings illustrating the sounds of
spoken German. Written by highly experienced lecturers in the field, Essential German Grammar is an invaluable resource for intermediate
and advanced students of German (CEFR levels A2 to B2, ACTFL Novice High to Intermediate High). It is designed to function equally as a
free-standing grammar or as a foundation grammar for Hammer’s German Grammar and Usage and is suitable for both classroom use and
self-study.
Artists in the exhibition: Nina Chanel Abney, John Bankston, Jean-Michel Basquiat, Mark Bradford, Iona Rozeal Brown, Nick Cave, Robert
Colescott, Noah Davis, Leonardo Drew, Renee Green, David Hammon, Barkley L. Hendricks, Rashid Johnson, Glenn Ligon, Kalup Linzy,
Kerry James Marshall, Rodney McMillian, Wangechi Mutu, William Pope.L, Gary Simmons, Xaviera Simmons, Lorna Simpson, Shinique
Smith, Jeff Sonhouse, Henry Taylor, Hank Willis Thomas, Mickalene Thomas, Kara Walker, Carrie Mae Weems, Kehinde Wiley, Purvis
Young."
Provence! Bring home a bit of France today with this close-up look by two French writers, both devoted quilters and connoisseurs of
Provence. Breathtaking photos capture the essence of the region, and quilt projects and Provencal recipes offer ambience and delightful,
hands-on activities. 9 quilting projects feature American Provence-style fabrics and authentic fabric from France, too! Projects offer a variety
of techniques, such as quilting, piecing, applique, photo transfer, hand-painting fabric, and boutis (a traditional Provencal technique similar to
trapunto), plus an irresistible but practical and easy-to-make tote bag. A full menu for an elegant Provencal dinner, including recipes for 11
favorite dishes ranging from olive cake and thyme bread to a local orange wine. Brilliant color photos take you on a whirlwind armchair visit to
beautiful, magical Provence.
In just 24 lessons of one hour or less, you will be able to build full-featured production websites using Django, the powerful web development
framework based on Python. Designed for experienced website developers who have at least some familiarity with the Python programming
language, this book uses a straightforward, step-by-step approach. Each lesson builds on the previous ones, enabling you to learn the
essentials of implementing the Django framework on a website from the ground up. Step-by-step instructions carefully walk you through the
most common Django tasks. Q&As, quizzes, and exercises at the end of each lesson help you test your knowledge. Notes and tips point out
shortcuts and solutions. Learn how to… Install and configure the Django web development framework Cleanly separate data, logic, and view
layers Implement site interfaces with build templates and views Utilize templates and views to store, access, and retrieve data Use the
Django forms library Define custom tags and filters to minimize coding Secure sites with registration, authorization, logins, and permissions
Manage sessions and cookies Implement middleware for request and response handling Create sitemaps to inform search engines of your
content Internationalize your site Optimize performance with caching Deploy Django in multiple configurations Maintain sites with Django’s
administrator interface Introduction 1 Part I: Creating the Website Framework Hour 1: Understanding Django 7 Hour 2: Creating Your First
Website 19 Hour 3: Adding Models and Objects to Your Website 37 Hour 4: Creating the Initial Views 63 Part II: Implementing the Website
Interface Hour 5: Using Data from the Database in Views 81 Hour 6: Configuring Web Page Views 103 Hour 7: Implementing Django
Templates to Create Custom Views 117 Hour 8: Using Built-in Template Tags to Enhance Views 139 Hour 9: Using Built-in Template Filters
to Enhance Views 155 Hour 10: Adding Forms to Views 185 Hour 11: Using Views to Add and Update Data in the Database 209 Hour 12:
Utilizing Generic Views 231 Hour 13: Advanced View Configurations 269 Part III: Implementing a Full-Featured Website Hour 14: Managing
Site Users 295 Hour 15: Adding Website Security 313 Hour 16: Managing Sessions and Cookies 333 Hour 17: Customizing Models in the
Admin Interface 347 Hour 18: Customizing the Admin Interface 365 Part IV: Implementing Advanced Website Components Hour 19:
Implementing Middleware 383 Hour 20: Internationalization and Localization 407 Hour 21: Creating Sitemaps 423 Hour 22: Implementing
Multiple Websites 437 Hour 23: Configuring Caching 451 Hour 24: Deploying Django 465 Appendixes Appendix A: Django Resources 477
Appendix B: Django Form Field Objects 481 Appendix C: Formatting Dates and Times 491 Index 493
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A deadly storm is brewing over the sleepy little town of Wattsville, Maine. Mystery and intrigue creep into the village like a fetid fog blown by
an ill wind. The untimely deaths of two young men shake the quiet peace of the small community, and threaten to destroy the life of a revered
religious leader. The spirits of those slain cry out for justice from their graves, while restless ghosts walk the hallways and grounds of the old
monastery; silent victims of the horrors that took place by the pond. Faith, forensics and falsehood mix together to thicken the plot of this
elaborate murder mystery. The twists and turns of the case will lead the team into the darkest heart of evil, and the mind of a serial killer.
Follow the determined team of investigators in the first book of the Monastery Murder Series, as they begin their efforts to pit science and
religion in a battle for the truth. Haunted by ghosts and stalked by a killer, will the team become victims themselves, or will they discover the
'Secrets in the Shallows'? (NOTE: NEW 3rd edition has been re-released as of December, 2014.)
Today's consumers want the same quality of communication services on their local loops that they've been getting in the workplace. Highspeed communication technologies are now available to bring Internet, video, and other electronic functions to residential and business users
through local service providers, based on existing infrastructure. This book shows you how.
First published in 1989, Physiology of Crop Yield was the first student textbook to digest and assimilate the many advances in crop
physiology, within a framework of resource capture and use. Retaining the central core of the first edition, this long-awaited second edition
draws on recent developments in areas such as phenology, canopy dynamics and crop modelling, and the concepts of sustainable crop
production. A broad perspective is developed, from the gene through the plant and crop to the ecosystem, covering: Advances in molecular
biology relating to crop science Limitation of crop yield by the supply of water or nitrogen Global climate change and its impact on crop
modelling Physiological aspects of crop quality A wider range of species, with emphasis on wheat, maize and soybean This book will be a
valuable tool for advanced undergraduate and postgraduate students of agricultural science, plant science, applied ecology and
environmental science. It will be an essential addition to all libraries in universities and relevant research establishments.
THE PRINCETON REVIEW GETS RESULTS! Ace the GRE verbal sections with 800+ words you need to know to excel. This eBook edition
has been optimized for onscreen viewing with cross-linked quiz questions, answers, and explanations. Improving your vocabulary is one of
the most important steps you can take to enhance your GRE verbal score. The Princeton Review's GRE Power Vocab is filled with useful
definitions and study tips for over 800 words, along with skills for decoding unfamiliar ones. You'll also find strategies that help to liven up
flashcards and boost memorization techniques. Everything You Need to Help Achieve a High Score. • 800+ of the most frequently used
vocab words to ensure that you work smarter, not harder • Effective exercises and games designed to develop mnemonics and root
awareness • Secondary definitions to help you avoid the test's tricks and traps Practice Your Way to Perfection. • Over 60 quick quizzes to
help you remember what you've learned • Varied drills using antonyms, analogies, and sentence completions to assess your knowledge • A
diagnostic final exam to check that you've mastered the vocabulary necessary for getting a great GRE score
The Must-have Reference Guide for SAFe® Practitioners “There are a lot of methods of scale out there, but the Scaled Agile Framework is
the one lighting up the world.” –Steve Elliot, Founder/CEO AgileCraft “You don’t have to be perfect to start SAFe because you learn as you
go–learning is built in. Before SAFe, I would not know how to help my teams but now I have many tools to enable the teams. My job is really
fun and the bottom line is I have never enjoyed my job more!” –Product Manager, Fortune 500 Enterprise Captured for the first time in print,
the SAFe body of knowledge is now available as a handy desktop reference to help you accomplish your mission of building better software
and systems. Inside, you’ll find complete coverage of what has, until now, only been available online at scaledagileframework.com. The
SAFe knowledge base was developed from real-world field experience and provides proven success patterns for implementing Lean-Agile
software and systems development at enterprise scale. This book provides comprehensive guidance for work at the enterprise Portfolio,
Value Stream, Program, and Team levels, including the various roles, activities, and artifacts that constitute the Framework, along with the
foundational elements of values, mindset, principles, and practices. Education & Training Key to Success The practice of SAFe is spreading
rapidly throughout the world. The majority of Fortune 100 U.S. companies have certified SAFe practitioners and consultants, as do an
increasing percentage of the Global 1000 enterprises. Case study results–visit scaledagileframework.com/case-studies–typically include:
20—50% increase in productivity 50%+ increases in quality 30—75% faster time to market Measurable increases in employee engagement and
job satisfaction With results like these, the demand from enterprises seeking SAFe expertise is accelerating at a dramatic rate. Successful
implementations may vary in context, but share a common attribute: a workforce well trained and educated in SAFe practices. This
book–along with authorized training and certification–will help you understand how to maximize the value of your role within a SAFe
organization. The result is greater alignment, visibility, improved performance throughout the enterprise, and ultimately better outcomes for
the business.
Presents a guide to using a Mac for senior citizens, covering such topics as using the Internet, sending and receiving emails, working with
files and folders, listening to music, setting preferences, and downloading apps.
Offers information on the possible causes, incidence, effects, treatment, and prevention of anorexia. Includes life stories told by recovering
anorexics.
When Abraham Lincoln delivered the Gettysburg Address in 1863, he had broader aims than simply rallying a war-weary nation. Lincoln
realized that the Civil War had taken on a wider significance—that all of Europe and Latin America was watching to see whether the United
States, a beleaguered model of democracy, would indeed “perish from the earth.” In The Cause of All Nations, distinguished historian Don
H. Doyle explains that the Civil War was viewed abroad as part of a much larger struggle for democracy that spanned the Atlantic Ocean, and
had begun with the American and French Revolutions. While battles raged at Bull Run, Antietam, and Gettysburg, a parallel contest took
place abroad, both in the marbled courts of power and in the public square. Foreign observers held widely divergent views on the war—from
radicals such as Karl Marx and Giuseppe Garibaldi who called on the North to fight for liberty and equality, to aristocratic monarchists, who
hoped that the collapse of the Union would strike a death blow against democratic movements on both sides of the Atlantic. Nowhere were
these monarchist dreams more ominous than in Mexico, where Napoleon III sought to implement his Grand Design for a Latin Catholic
empire that would thwart the spread of Anglo-Saxon democracy and use the Confederacy as a buffer state. Hoping to capitalize on public
sympathies abroad, both the Union and the Confederacy sent diplomats and special agents overseas: the South to seek recognition and
support, and the North to keep European powers from interfering. Confederate agents appealed to those conservative elements who wanted
the South to serve as a bulwark against radical egalitarianism. Lincoln and his Union agents overseas learned to appeal to many foreigners
by embracing emancipation and casting the Union as the embattled defender of universal republican ideals, the “last best hope of earth.” A
bold account of the international dimensions of America's defining conflict, The Cause of All Nations frames the Civil War as a pivotal moment
in a global struggle that would decide the survival of democracy.

A collection of fun and surprising facts about our world.
This treatment of complex analysis focuses on function theory on a finitely connected planar domain. It emphasizes domains
bounded by a finite number of disjoint analytic simple closed curves. 1983 edition.
The BMW 7 Series (E38) Service Manual: 1995-2001 is a comprehensive source of service information and technical
specifications available for the BMW 7 Series models from 1995 to 2001. Whether you're a professional or a do-it-yourself BMW
owner, this manual will help you understand, care for and repair your car. Models, engines and transmissions covered: * 740i,
740iL: M60 4.0 liter, M62 or M62 TU 4.4 liter * 750iL: M73 or M73 TU 5.6 liter Engine management systems (Motronic): * Bosch
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M3.3 (OBD I) * Bosch M5.2 (OBD II) * Bosch M5.2.1 (OBD II) * Bosch M5.2.1 (OBD II / LEV) * Bosch ME 7.2 (OBD II) Automatic
transmissions * A5S 560Z * A5S 440Z
Memphis has always been a theatrical town—a crossroads in the center of America for entertainment as well as commerce. Movies
are among the many things that travel through the city, both for distribution and exhibition. Thousands of people who have lived
here or just passed through, especially during and after World War II, found their way to the movie theatres. From the vaudeville
palaces on Main Street to the nickelodeons on Beale Street, these theatres helped shape the culture of the city. Kemmons Wilson
operated movie houses before he built the first Holiday Inn. Several movie theatres played roles in the life of Elvis Presley. W.C.
Handy attended the opening of a theatre named for him. Local censorship practices influenced decisions in Hollywood, and the
first multiplex in the region was built in Memphis.
The author presents a comprehensive overview of the basic principles of radarpolarimetry in this volume. (Technology & Industrial
Arts)
Young readers will love to feel the different textures and hear the truck sounds in this interactive, sturdy board book designed for
children ages 3 and up. Includes an on/off switch on the back cover to extend battery life. Touch, feel, and hear the trucks on
every page of this sturdy board book. Engaging photographs and appealing textures encourage young readers to explore the
exciting world of trucks. Press the touch-and-feels to hear five realistic truck sounds, with a button on the last page to play all five
sounds again!
The Associate Radiological Health Specialist Passbook(R) prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in the
subjects you need to study. It provides hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your
upcoming exam, including but not limited to; Principles of regulation and enforcement in the field of radiological health;
Radiological instruments and measuring devices, including control and monitoring devices; Program planning, implementation and
evaluation; Preparing written material; Supervision; and more.
SAFe®: The World’s Leading Framework for Enterprise Agility “Philips is continuously driving to develop high-quality software in a
predictable, fast, and Agile way. SAFe addresses this primary goal, and offers these further benefits: reduced time-to-market,
improved quality, stronger alignment across geographically distributed multi-disciplinary teams, and collaboration across teams to
deliver meaningful value to customers with reduced cycle time.” —Sundaresan Jagadeesan, SW CoE Program Director, Philips To
succeed in today’s adapt-or-die marketplace, businesses must be able to rapidly change the way they create and deliver value to
their customers. Hundreds of the world’s most successful companies–including Intel, Capital One, AstraZeneca, Cisco, and
Philips–have turned to the Scaled Agile Framework® (SAFe®) to achieve agility at scale and maintain a competitive edge. SAFe®
4.5 Distilled: Applying the Scaled Agile Framework® for Lean Enterprises explains how adopting SAFe can quickly improve time to
market and increase productivity, quality, and employee engagement. In this book, you will Understand the business case for
SAFe: its benefits, the problems it solves, and how to apply it Get an overview of SAFe across all parts of the business: team,
program, value stream, and portfolio Learn why SAFe works: the power of SAFe’s Lean-Agile mindset, values, and principles
Discover how systems thinking, Agile development, and Lean product development form the underlying basis for SAFe Learn how
to become a Lean-Agile leader and effectively drive an enterprise-wide transformation Register your book for convenient access to
downloads, updates, and/or corrections as they become available. See inside book for details.
Joe Field had never met his father. "He was a firefighter," his mother told him. "He was in the Air Force," she said another time.
She never even told Joe the man's name! Growing up rough--poor, kidnapped and evicted so many times he lost count--school
was Joe's refuge. Eventually he became a lawyer, but in a few years lost even that. He had a family of his own when he prayed on
Father's Day 2016 to find his birth father. By the grace of God, he found his father and so much more, and in the process
discovered that through all those years of seeking, his heavenly Father had been seeking him."
The prior three editions of this book were extremely well received for use in undergraduate and graduate courses in long-term care
administration, and they were also popular as fundamental resources with practitioners as well as for an array of other long-term
care practitioners and professions, including housing managers, board members, teachers, students, administrators, owners, and
health care professionals who are seeking new directions in the field. This, the fourth edition, has been extensively revised. There
is, for example, the fundamental updating throughout to reflect structural and regulatory changes that have been occurring in the
field as well as the introduction of recent research findings, evolving ideas, and new practices. In addition, there are new
perspectives introduced by nine new chapter authors plus three entirely new chapters: monitoring clinical outcomes, spiritual care,
and using information technology. The book is divided into six sections: The Evolution of Long-Term Care; Developing the
Organization; Human Resource Management; Optimizing Health Care Outcomes; Creating a Supportive Living Environment; and
Creating a Better Future. This new edition also has an additional author, Dr. Leslie Grant, whose seasoned scholarship and
visionary leadership will provide important, additional insight for the reader. The ideas presented are intended to provide a better
understanding of the long-term care environment and to suggest ways of applying interdisciplinary knowledge for the administrator
in this setting.
This is the King James Version Bible in a thinline, easy-to-readstyle. The Word of God is a sacred gift. It s compelling, life
changing, and inspired sharper than any sword and a sustaining comfortto any heart. Now you can carry the Scriptures with you in
thisportable thinline edition a treasured companion on yourjourney of faith. Let the magnificent language of the King JamesVersion
which has stood the test of time for over four hundredyears stand firm in your heart. Features: Clear and readable 9-point type
Words of Christ in red Personal presentation page End-of-verse cross-references Concordance for locating key passages Fullcolor maps Gilded page edges and a ribbon marker "
Sensible Ecstasy investigates the attraction to excessive forms of mysticism among twentieth-century French intellectuals and
demonstrates the work that the figure of the mystic does for these thinkers. With special attention to Georges Bataille, Simone de
Beauvoir, Jacques Lacan, and Luce Irigaray, Amy Hollywood asks why resolutely secular, even anti-Christian intellectuals are
drawn to affective, bodily, and widely denigrated forms of mysticism. What is particular to these thinkers, Hollywood reveals, is
their attention to forms of mysticism associated with women. They regard mystics such as Angela of Foligno, Hadewijch, and
Teresa of Avila not as emotionally excessive or escapist, but as unique in their ability to think outside of the restrictive oppositions
that continue to afflict our understanding of subjectivity, the body, and sexual difference. Mystics such as these, like their twentiethcentury descendants, bridge the gaps between action and contemplation, emotion and reason, and body and soul, offering new
ways of thinking about language and the limits of representation.
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In 88 B.C. it seems as if all the world is at war. From Rome to Greece and to Egypt itself, most of civilization is on the verge of war.
The young Gordianus—a born-and-raised Roman citizen—is living in Alexandria, making ends meet by plying his trade of solving
puzzles and finding things out for pay. He whiles away his time with his slave Bethesda, waiting for the world to regain its sanity.
But on the day Gordianus turns twenty-two, Bethesda is kidnapped by brigands who mistake her for a rich man's mistress. If
Gordianus is to find and save Bethesda, who has come to mean more to him than even he suspected, he must find the kidnappers
before they realize their mistake and cut their losses. Using all the skills he learned from his father, Gordianus must track them
down and convince them that he can offer something of enough value in exchange for Bethesda's release. As the streets of
Alexandria slowly descend into chaos, and the citizenry begin to riot with rumors of an impending invasion by Ptolmey's brother,
Gordianus finds himself in the midst of a very bold and dangerous plot—the raiding and pillaging of the golden sarcophagus of
Alexander the Great himself. New York Times bestselling author Steven Saylor returns, chronicling the early years of his detective,
Gordianus, before he assumed the title of The Finder. Raiders of the Nile is the latest in his much-loved series of mysteries set in
the late Roman Republic.
Calling all cat lovers! Our newest original Mad Libs features 21 silly stories all about our furry feline friends! At only $3.99, you can
buy one for yourself and all 27 of your cats!
The SAFe foundation -- The SAFe implementation roadmap -- The SAFe principles -- The team level -- The program level -- The
spanning palette -- The large solution level -- The portfolio level -- Advanced topics -- Glossary.
Coastal living to island living- Simply by the Sea is a beautiful collection of interiors by Tracey Rapasardi. Comfortable interiors
welcome family and friends at these stunning coastal retreats that sit along the natural beauty of the coastlines.
This last book in the six-volume series from NEXTmanga combines cutting-edge illustration with fast-paced storytelling to deliver
biblical truth to an ever-changing, postmodern culture. More than 10 million books in over 40 different languages have been
distributed worldwide in the series.
Arithmetic Applied Mathematics deals with the deterministic theories of particle mechanics using a computer approach. Models of
classical physical phenomena are formulated from both Newtonian and special relativistic mechanics with the aid only of
arithmetic. The computational power of modern digital computers is highlighted, along with simple models of complex physical
phenomena and solvable dynamical equations for both linear and nonlinear behavior. This book is comprised of nine chapters and
opens by describing an experiment with gravity, followed by a discussion on the two basic types of forces that are important in
classical physical modeling: long range forces and short range forces. Gravitation and molecular attraction and repulsion are
considered, along with the basic concepts of position, velocity, and acceleration. The reader is then introduced to the N-body
problem; conservative and non-conservative models of complex physical phenomena; foundational concepts of special relativity;
and arithmetic special relativistic mechanics in one space dimension and three space dimensions. The final chapter is devoted to
Lorentz invariant computations, with emphasis on the arithmetic modeling and analysis of a harmonic oscillator. This monograph
will be of interest to mathematicians, physicists, and computer scientists.
Tom Spanbauer is one of the most enchanting writers in America today, and In the City of Shy Hunters, his first novel in ten years,
is a "rich and colorful" portrait of New York in the 1980s, told with "raw power" (David Wiegand, San Francisco Chronicle). Shy,
afflicted with a stutter, and struggling with his sexuality, Will Parker comes to New York to escape the provincial western towns
where he grew up. In New York, he finds himself surrounded for the first time by people who understand and celebrate his quirks
and flaws. He also begins an unforgettable love affair with a volatile, six-foot-five African-American drag queen and performance
artist named Rose. But even as he is falling in love with Rose and growing into himself, Will must watch as AIDS escalates from a
rumor into a devastating tragedy. When a vicious riot erupts in a local park, Will seizes the chance to repay the city for all it has
taught him, in a climax that will leave readers shaken, fulfilled, and changed. "In the City of Shy Hunters is so finely crafted ... you'll
think you've been reading a modernist classic." — Peter Kurth, Salon.com "Spanbauer's genius resides even in the asides ...
teas[ing] out the genuine complexity of human love." — Thomas McGonigle, The Washington Post Book World "Ambitious and
compelling ... a mixture of the ghastly, the hilarious, and the curiously touching." — John Hartl, The Seattle Times "In the City of
Shy Hunters has the earmarks of a literary landmark ... Its importance and originality are unmistakable." — Laura Demanski, The
Baltimore Sun
SAFe®: The World’s Leading Framework for Enterprise Agility “SAFe® 4.0 Distilled is the book we’ve all been waiting for. It
breaks down the complexity of the Framework into easily digestible explanations and actionable guidance. A must-have resource
for beginners as well as seasoned practitioners.” —Lee Cunningham, Sr. Director, Enterprise Agile Strategy at VersionOne, Inc. To
succeed in today’s adapt-or-die marketplace, businesses must be able to rapidly change the way they create and deliver value to
their customers. Hundreds of the world’s most successful companies—including Hewlett Packard Enterprise, AstraZeneca, Cisco,
and Philips—have turned to the Scaled Agile Framework® (SAFe®) to achieve agility at scale and maintain a competitive edge.
SAFe® 4.0 Distilled: Applying the Scaled Agile Framework® for Lean Software and Systems Engineering explains how adopting
SAFe can quickly improve time to market and increase productivity, quality, and employee engagement. In this book, you will
Understand the business case for SAFe: its benefits, the problems it solves, and how to apply it Get an overview of SAFe across
all parts of the business: team, program, value stream, and portfolio Learn why SAFe works: the power of SAFe’s Lean-Agile
mindset, values, and principles Discover how systems thinking, Agile development, and Lean product development form the
underlying basis for SAFe Learn how to become a Lean-Agile leader and effectively drive an enterprise-wide transformation
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